Illness Severity of Children Admitted to the PICU From Referring Emergency Departments.
To compare patient factors and outcomes among children admitted to PICUs from referring versus children's hospital emergency departments (EDs). Pediatric patients (<19 years old) admitted to PICUs from referring and children's hospital EDs from July 1, 2011 to June 30, 2013. We compared demographic and clinical factors, including severity of illness as measured by a recalibrated Pediatric Index of Mortality, version 2 score. Of 80 045 children from 109 PICUs, 35.6% were admitted from referring EDs and 64.4% were admitted from children's hospital EDs. Children from referring EDs had higher illness severity (Pediatric Index of Mortality, version 2-predicted risk of mortality, 3.1% vs 2.2%, P < .001), were more likely to be mechanically ventilated within their first hour in the PICU (28.4% vs 23.4%, P < .001), and had higher observed mortality (3.3% vs 2.1%, P < .001). Once adjusted for illness severity and other confounders in a multivariable logistic regression model, there was no difference in the odds of mortality between children from referring and children's hospital EDs (odds ratio: 0.90; 95% confidence interval: 0.79 to 1.02, P = .09) CONCLUSIONS: Children transferred to PICUs from referring EDs had higher illness severity on arrival compared with children admitted from children's hospital EDs. Variations in patient selection for transfer or pretransfer treatment at referring EDs may contribute to the greater illness severity of transferred children. Referring hospitals may benefit from leveraging existing resources to improve patient stabilization before transfer.